
CMA® Self Study Package without tutorial:

4  IMA® Application and CMA® entrance fees

4 1 year IMA® membership

4 Both fees for exams Part 1 and 2

4  Wiley books CMA® Learning System Part 1 and 2  
including 2 years access to online CMA® test bank

Exclusively available for EUR 1,990,–

All prices plus 19% VAT for invoices within Germany. 

CMA® 3-Day-Tutorials Part 1 or 2:

For those of you who have already bought the books  
and the IMA® membership we offer the 3-Day- Tutorials  
for part 1 and 2 with live instructor-led sessions 
separately.

1,990,- EUR per tutorial
Part 1: 8th – 10th May 2023, live online 
Part 2: 11th – 13th September 2023, live online

CMA® Certification for Professionals
in cooperation with IMA®

The CMA® (Certified Management Accountant) is the advanced professional certification specifically 
designed to measure the accounting and financial management skills that drive business 
performance in globally active organizations.

The CMA® is a tailor-made certification program for finance professionals at all levels in order to 
enhance their value to a current organization or to expand their career potential.

The CMA® program allows for participants to proceed with self-study at their own pace. It is designed 
to be time-efficient and cost-effective. 

CMA® exclusive at CA controller akademie

CMA® All Inclusive Package: 
We are offering an exclusive CMA®package encompassing the complete CMA®  Self Study Package  
as well as the live instructor-led CMA®  3-Day-Tutorials for Part 1 and 2. 

Exclusively available for EUR 5,290,–

Learning from the specialists. Profit in the job.www.controllerakademie.de/cma



CMA® with CA controller akademie
Our tutorial will guide the participants through an intensive 
review of the CMA® program’s complete syllabus

CMA® 3-Day-Tutorials  
for Part 1 and 2
CA controller akademie offers a three day instructor-led tutorial 
for each part of the CMA® exams that are administrated 
through the worldwide network of Prometric Testing Centers. 

Participants in the specially tailored CA controller akademie 
 tutorials are expected to be well acquainted with the complete 
CMA® syllabus in order to be able to follow all the subjects  
and content covered in-depth during the tutorial.

Each three days of the course will 
have a clearly defined structure and 
content covering subjects that are 
very likely to be new to the students. 

We particularly focus on US-specific 
topics which are different to the Euro-
pean approach. In addition, the ses-
sions will review the CMA® learning 
outcome statements to familiarize 
students to the contents of the CMA®.

The students will be asked to review 
these statements and to reflect their 
existing knowledge. This exposure 
will enable them to sit for the CMA® 
exam immediately or, if appropriate, 
target their further learning efforts 
more effectively.

Tutorial Profile

CA controller akademie  
Tutorial Instructors

David Fairchild: Extensive experience in multiple  
areas of corporate finance and accounting for  
US multinational corporations with operations in  
Germany, Austria, and the Russian Federation.  
Certified Public (CPA) and Certified Management  

Accountant (CMA®). Membership in the American Institute of Cer-
tified Public Account ants (AICPA) and the Institute of Manage-
ment Accountants. 

Dipl.-Ing. Dietmar Pascher: Partner and Trainer of 
the  Controller Akademie AG, responsible manager 
for its International Program and CAonAir online 
training. He assists companies in putting strategic, 
operational and financial controlling topics into 

practice. He is IBCS®certified trainer for better reporting and 
expert for clear presentations and business partnering. 

Who profits from the CMA® certification?
Financial professionals with an education and/or experience  
in finance and controlling who are working or plan to work in an 
international business environment. The CMA® today is basical-
ly a common prerequisite for controlling obligations in globally 
active companies outside of Europe. Obtaining this widely  
recognized global accounting certification for corporate finance 
professionals will enable you to deliver value in today’s com-
plex business environment.  

The CMA® exam is designed specifically to validate mastery  
of the advanced skills required to manage finance functions  
within globally active organizations. By focusing only on  
advanced accounting and financial management skills, the 
exam is rigorous yet responsive to the needs of the market-
place and time-constrained professionals. Achieving the CMA® 
credential demonstrates competence of financial planning, 
analysis, control, and decision support. 

➤  Contact and Registration
For further information see  
www.controllerakademie.de/cma  
or contact our office by  
phone +49(0)8153 - 88 974 - 0, fax +49(0)8153 - 88 974-25  
or e-mail m.wiegand@ca-akademie.de


